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Greece – don't leave me this way 

The Greek economy seems to have turned the corner in terms of activity. Fiscal 

developments are also broadly moving along the lines defined in the previous 

EU/IMF review. Overall, from the macro side, there are no elements to question 

the path of debt reduction expected and agreed a few months ago, leading to a 

debt ratio of below 120% at the beginning of the next decade.  

However, with an economic rebound that is still too recent and a political 

situation that remains fragile, markets have been rattled by the government's 

stated intention to leave the EU/IMF programme prematurely. 

That's especially the case in the context of further rising support for the 

opposition party Syriza in the polls – ahead of the important election of the 

president of the Hellenic Republic next February – and on the back of a broader 

risk-off move prompted by new question marks on global (and especially 

European) growth.  

Looking ahead, we expect the Greek situation to remain fragile until the political 

situation becomes clearer, which might not be the case until March 2015 – or 

even later. Needless to say, this could dent the nascent rebound and also 

complicate the government's reform action in the coming months. 

Exhibit 1: Polls showing increasing Syriza lead 
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Greece – don't leave me this way 

The Greek government coalition has recently won a vote of confidence, with a 

support from 155 MPs (out of 300). Such a vote was expected and confirms that the 

government has a sufficient cushion, currently, for normal parliamentary votes –  but it 

doesn't prevent political uncertainty given the upcoming (February 2015) election of 

a new president of the Republic, which will require a majority of at least 180. If such 

a qualified majority is not found, the Constitution requires that new Parliamentary elections 

must be called. The current majority could possibly gather support from some of the 

smaller opposition parties' MPs, but as of this moment there is still no candidate and no 

declaration of support coming from these other oppositions.  

Exhibit 2: The economy seems finally on the mend  Exhibit 3: No more current account deficits 
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Exhibit 4: Composition of the Greek Parliament  Exhibit 5: Polls showing Syriza leading 
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The uncertainty related to that vote – will the majority find 25 more supporting votes in 

Parliament? – in addition to recent polls showing a further advance of the opposition party 

Syriza (Exhibit 5), contributed to a sharp rise in rates (close to 8.5% as we write, from a 

low of 5.5% only a month ago) and to a stock market slide. 

We had been highlighting the political risk linked to the February 2015 presidential 

elections since early last year, reiterating it many times in previous publications – 

but markets have been complacent so far, probably hinging on the fact that the economy 

was showing the first signs of a clear turning point, with unemployment falling as well, and 

with fiscal developments moving in the right direction. This was expected to provide some 

additional political support to the government.  

However, the combination of a deterioration in European growth prospects, the 

continuing improvement in polls for the opposition party Syriza as well as the fact 

that February elections are drawing nearer is clearly a volatile mix for investors in 

Greek debt.  

An additional element of uncertainty is that the EU part of the EU/IMF programme is 

drawing to an end and that the exit strategy is unclear. The government,  probably to 

support the narrative that Greece was leaving the crisis fully behind, suggested in recent 

weeks that it could get a clean exit – like Portugal and Ireland – even drawing to an early 

end the IMF part of the programme (normally due to continue until Q1 2016).   

Below are a few considerations we would like to highlight, given the facts above:  

 While Syriza is leading in the polls, it does not seem able to govern on its own 

(i.e., it is very unlikely it will have an outright majority). As such, the problem is as 

much one of potentially protracted uncertainty in the formation of a government and 

on the bias of any new government (depending on who are the coalition partners). A 

coalition of Syriza with the Democratic Left  and with the new center-left, pro-

European movement, To Potami, would imply a more traditional center-left approach 

than if Syriza were to side with the Independent Greeks, for example, which have a 

more nationalist approach and are strongly opposed  to the EU and the IMF.   

 Syriza is not calling for an exit from the euro area. It is more likely that, in the end, 

a new Syriza-led government would reach a new agreement with the EU/IMF – after 

some further volatility, to be sure – than something more disruptive (i.e., Greece 

leaving the euro area), in our view. Especially because… 

 …It is just a fallacy to believe that Greece can leave the euro and default on its 

debt because it now has a primary surplus, and that it would be better off by doing 

so. There are indeed several additional forms of support currently provided to Greece 

by the European Union, notably through the repayments of ANFA
1
& SMP profits and 

through EU structural funds, as well as through the ECB liquidity support –  that 

would be lost in case of an exit from the euro area. The primary surplus would vanish 

and significantly larger problems would materialise for the Greek economy and for its 

financial sector. 

 On the exit strategy from the EU/IMF programme: our understanding is that the 

Greek authorities will settle for a reduced level of monitoring and conditionality, 

with some kind of programme remaining in place – likely in the form of a credit 

line facility (already available under the ESM toolbox), or something else made ad 

hoc for the country. It is worth nothing that under a credit line facility of this type 

Greek assets would remain eligible for the repo facility of the ECB. The IMF will 

also probably remain, again with possibly a tweak to the programme conditions and 

characteristics. A decision on the follow-up from the current programme is not 

expected before early December. 

                                                 
1  ANFA: Agreement on Net Financial Assets. It is an agreement to remit the profits made on Greek assets by the European 

Central banks back  to Greece. 

https://plus.credit-suisse.com/r/qPpbRt
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 Given the recent market reaction, it is unlikely that private investors will provide 

support to Greece without a EU/IMF programme in place for some time. And that 

is clearly crucial, given that Greece would still have some funding requirements beyond 

those provided by the Troika. Commission Vice-President Katainen said on Thursday 

there should be "no doubt that Europe will continue to assist Greece in whatever way is 

necessary" so the government can keep financing itself. 

 Funding requirements: On the funding side, borrowing requirements for Greece 

have decreased significantly after the PSI and the restructuring of the European 

loans. They are small in the coming months (Exhibit 6), and will remain so for the rest 

of the decade. Specifically, over 2015-16, the funding needs are  around 30bn 

(consider zero net issuance of T-Bills), of which 12bn are required to repay the IMF, 

around 10bn more to deal with loans and bond redemptions, and the rest for the 

remaining expected for the budget deficit and for other smaller items (including 

repayment of arrears).  

On the resources side, Greece should benefit from the remaining tranches from the 

IMF (until Q1 2016), for 12bn (i.e., so in effect the IMF is not providing new lending 

over the period); 9 billion are expected from privatisation receipts and ANFA & SMP 

profits, while the remaining amounts  – just under 10bn – should have come from 

various sources (including potentially what will be left from the bank fund after the 

stress tests results and the sale of banks’ preference shares) and from market 

access. The latter seemed totally feasible until very recently, given the lower rates 

reached along the bond curve up to September and also the issuance already 

executed earlier this year..  

Exhibit 6: Monthly financing needs' estimate  Exhibit 7: Financing needs 2015-2016 
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Source: Credit Suisse estimates  Source: Credit Suisse estimates 

Clearly, the latter does not seem that viable anymore, at least until the current 

political situation is clarified – which could take us until March 2015 or longer. 

In the short term, Greece (as well as other countries in the euro area) will also have 

to deal to the possible additional recapitalization needs post AQR/stress tests and 

also with the finalization of the 5
th

 review with the EU/IMF. Our understanding is that 

an agreement is not out of reach, although some additional reforms might be needed 

before the review gets the sign-off. 
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